In Brukner and Zeilinger's interpretation of quantum mechanics, information is introduced as the most fundamental notion and the finiteness of information is considered as an essential feature of quantum systems. They also define a new measure of information which is inherently different from the Shannon information and try to show that the latter is not useful in defining the information content in a quantum object.
Introduction
Brukner and Zeilinger in a series of papers represent a new information-based interpretation of quantum mechanics which its foundation is established on the informative propositions [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . They emphasize that information is the most fundamental notion in quantum mechanics and the other elementary concepts like randomness and entanglement are secondary in quantum mechanics, because all of these concepts can be deduced from definite rules of information.
Brukner and Zeilinger also believe that Shannon information 1 [9] cannot be considered as an adequate measure of uncertainty for quantum measurements, since it can be derived considering the classical requirements. Unlike Shannon's approach, they do not think about any communication channel for transmission of information; rather their discussion concentrates on the information content of an isolated system. Correspondingly, they define a measure of information which its value depends on the experimental context. Yet, the total information is a major concept in their interpretation which is defined as the total knowledge that an experimentalist possesses before a complete set of mutually complementary experiments are performed [2, 4] . In contrast to the Shannon information, the total information of a quantum system is invariant under the change of a transformation from one complete set of complementary variables to another. This means that the total information does not change when one observes the quantum phenomena in different ways [4] .
The new measure of information introduced by Brukner and Zeilinger, can be applied to describe the information content of a quantum system in various situations. The entanglement swapping procedure indicated in [7] is an example. In some way, it is used to express the necessary and sufficient conditions for violation of a Bell inequality in an information-theoretical language. Other authors used the measure in the context of state estimation [10] or quantum random access codes [11] .
Nevertheless, some critiques have also been appeared in different papers [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . The main purpose in all these works is to show that Shannon entropy is an adequate and consistent measure of information in both the classical and quantum regimes. So, some persons believe that there is no need to define an alternative measure of information. But, these engaging criticisms do not explain what Brukner and Zeilinger's measure of information really means and why it cannot be regarded as an appropriate definition. Furthermore, to the present authors' knowledge, it has been remarked up to now no concrete criticism on the very conceptual basis of their interpretation.
In Brukner and Zeilinger's interpretation, two mutually connected themes can be identified. The first is based on this attitude that quantum systems carry finite information and that the finiteness of information is a fundamental principle in Nature which is inherently irreducible. So, it is expected that anything in the quantum domain can be either extracted from or explained by the notion of information. The other theme is that any quantum event can be described by a specific definition of a measure of information. This allows one to represent the information content of a quantum system via a vector in the space of information which changes with a corresponding change of the experimental setup, but its length is conserved. This means in turn that the total information content of a quantum system is conserved and does not change under a transformation in the information space.
In this paper we are going to analyze the key issues of Brukner and Zeilinger's interpretation of quantum mechanics. In section 2, the basic elements of their interpretation are reviewed. Then, in section 3, we critically assess their interpretation. Our main focus in this section is on the meaning of information in their approach to verify that to what extent (if any) they could coherently explain the peculiarities of quantum world. Subsequently, in section 4, we will argue why for the statistical events, Brukner and Zeilinger's measure of information cannot quantify the amount of uncertainty in an appropriate manner.
Elements of Brukner and Zeilinger's Interpretation of Quantum Mechanics
The first topic in Brukner and Zeilinger's interpretation is that the whole physical description is based on propositions. Application and selection of propositions is not arbitrary in their attitude; rather it depends on what we want to learn about Nature and what knowledge about Nature we intend to discuss with others 2 . Emphasizing the role of propositions in physical description, Brukner and Zeilinger persist in a fundamental point which is a basic element in their interpretation: A quantum system is a construct based on complete list of propositions together with their truth values. A proposition, they assert for example, could be (1) "The velocity of the object is v" or (2) "The position of the object is x". But since in quantum mechanics it is usually impossible to determine simultaneously the truth values of two arbitrary propositions, if the proposition (1) is definite, then the proposition (2) is completely indefinite and vice versa. The two propositions, here, are mutually exclusive. Brukner and Zeilinger consider this as a special case of quantum complementarity. In this way, a new language is represented for the physical description of quantum formalism, a language in which the propositions construct the essence of quantum systems instead of merely describing them. This is a starting point for critical arguments about their interpretation. The language of propositions in quantum mechanics is similar to the language which is used for the description of classical systems, except for the complementary situations which must also be taken into account in the quantum description. While we can always assign definite truth values to all propositions in (deterministic) classical theories, one cannot assign simultaneously definite truth-values to mutually exclusive propositions in quantum mechanics. But even in cases that the truth values of two mutually exclusive propositions cannot be assigned simultaneously, we can always specify the amount of information about them. So, according to Brukner and Zeilinger, this reveals a more fundamental notion which is knowledge and information: We can quantify our information about descriptive propositions in both the classical and quantum domains. What is changed, however, in passing from classical to quantum world is the replacement of the definite truth values with the finite amounts of information. They believe that this is the least expense which could be paid for the change in the epistemological structure of classical physics. In this view, information is regarded as the most fundamental notion [8] :
"In contrast [with Bell's idea] it is suggested that information is the most basic notion of quantum mechanics, and it is information about possible measurement results that is represented in the quantum states."
We believe, however, the expense is high, since this expense is not merely paid for substituting the non-deterministic finite information in quantum mechanics in place of the deterministic complete description of classical systems. It is also paid for introducing the finiteness of information as an indispensable ingredient of a quantum object itself. What is replaced here, is the information content of the systems, not merely the amount of available information about the systems [4] : "The information content of a quantum system is finite.
With this we mean that a quantum system cannot carry enough information to provide definite answers to all questions that could be asked experimentally. Then, by necessity the answer of the quantum system to some questions must contain an element of randomness. This kind of randomness must then be irreducible, that is, it cannot be reduced to 'hidden' properties of the system. Otherwise the system would carry more information than what is available." Subsequently, Brukner and Zeilinger conclude that irreducible randomness results from the finiteness of information [4] : "Thus, without any additional physical structure assumed, we let the irreducible randomness of an individual event and complementarity [both], be a consequence of the finiteness of information."
In response to the question that how much information a quantum system can carry, they introduce the principle of quantization of information for an elementary system. According to this principle, a descriptive proposition for a complex system can be subdivided to constituent propositions until we reach a final limit. The individual system that represents the truth value of one single proposition only, is called elementary system. Beyond this limit, information is irreducible. So the principle of quantization of information states that [1] :
"An elementary system carries 1 bit of information."
For a complex system, consisting of N elementary systems this principle is generalized to [1] :
"N elementary systems carry N bits."
The principle of quantization of information does not make any statement about how the N bits of information are distributed over the N systems. Brukner and Zeilinger consider this principle for systems with both independent and entangled subsystems.
For example, for a spin- Now this question arises as to how the amount of information (or the amount of uncertainty) could be quantified in a statistical prediction? Brukner and Zeilinger remark that in classical measurements in which it is assumed that the classical system has predetermined physical properties before a measurement is performed, the Shannon information is an appropriate measure of uncertainty which can be defined as:
where → p is a probability vector in the probability space with length
p 2 i in which p i is the probability of occurrence of the outcome i in a given measurement. For quantum measurements, however, they introduce a new measure of information which is defined as [3] :
where N is a normalization factor. In general, for a system in which k bits of information can be encoded, n = 2 k and N = 2 k k 2 k − 1 . For an elementary system which can carry only one bit of information, n = 2. Then, one can reach the following relation:
where p 1 and p 2 are the probabilities defined for a dichotomic observable and
If one of the probabilities is one, I reaches its maximal value of 1 bit of information which is equivalent to the complete certainty. If both probabilities are equal, I takes its minimal value of 0 bits of information which implies a complete uncertain (or a complete random) situation. We can write the measure of information (3) as I = i 2 where i = p 1 − p 2 . Moreover, one can generalize the relation (3), if the vector → i is defined in the information space as
, where, e.g., p + z denotes the probability of finding the spin-up result along the zdirection. Vector → i characterizes the information state of an elementary system which is, in Schrödinger's terminology, a catalog of knowledge about a set of three mutually complementary propositions [4] : "It is assumed that the catalog → i is a complete description of the system in the sense that its knowledge is sufficient to determine the probabilities for the outcomes of all possible future measurements." Then, the quantum state is also considered as the catalog of knowledge. The connection between the quantum wave function and
According to the measure of information indicated in relation (3), the total information of an elementary system is defined as a sum of the individual measures of information over a complete set of mutually complementary propositions
where, I 1 = i 2 1 , I 2 = i 2 2 and I 3 = i 2 3 . Since an elementary system carries 1 bit of information, the total information is also equal to one. So, in different experimental setups where the components of → i adopt different values, the total information is always constant and equal to one.
In Brukner and Zeilinger's interpretation, an entangled state is also important from this point of view that an entangled system has more information than its individual constituents [1, 4, 5] . For example, consider the following singlet state for a pair of spin-half particles which is known as one of the four entangled Bell states:
where | n, + 1 , e.g., is the spin-up state of particle 1 along n-direction (which can be chosen arbitrary). The total information represented by the entangled state (5) is I Bell Corr = 2. This means that two bits of information are carried by the whole system, corresponding to statements about the results of joint observations, "The two spins are the same along x" and "The two spins are the same along y". The truth values of these propositions is falsefalse. Since any product state of two particles (like each single term in relation (5)) carries only one bit of information, for any entangled state we have I entgl Corr > 1 3 . This is an important information condition which is the characteristic feature of entangled states. Entanglement here is believed to be a secondary concept which its advantage is only due to its information content.
In this interpretation, wave function is only a mathematical representation which contains encoded information about a quantum system. Our knowledge about a system gives it the possibility of being in a place at a given moment. In the measurement process, the quantum state which represents that knowledge changes. This change is instantaneous, but it is only a change in our knowledge. Our information about all of the other spatial points also changes instantaneously. However, there is nothing to be transmitted in a physical manner: There is no faster than light signalling. In addition, the total information content of the system remains constant [4] : "Unlike a classical measurement, a quantum measurement thus does not just add (if any) some knowledge, it changes our knowledge in agreement with a fundamental finiteness of the total information content of the system."
The total information content of a system, I total , is invariant under the change of the representation of the catalog → i and remains constant under 3 I entgl Corr can be calculated for any set of spin measurements of two particles along two arbitrary directions. For more details, see for example [7] .
any rotation in the information space. Brukner and Zeilinger determine the rotation matrices for Euler angles, with assumptions: (1) The invariance of the total information under rotation and (2) the homogeneity of rotational angles (in the sense that adding a constant value to any of three rotational directions, does not change the physics of the problem and the location of vector → i in the information space remains unchanged) [4] . According to these two assumptions, they show that for a spin-half particle, angular momentum generates the rotation. Correspondingly, they want to extend a new formulation of quantum mechanics which is constructed on the information space, instead of an abstract vector space. Moreover, they show that the following dynamical equation in quantum mechanics,
can be derived for an elementary system from the time evolution of catalog of knowledge → i , in the information space [4] . In relation (6), ρ(t) and H(t) are the density matrix and the Hamiltonian of system, respectively. A key assumption here is that, for an isolated system with no information exchange with the environment, the total information of system is conserved in time.
I.e.,
There are still unsolved problems which are to be solved, as mentioned by themselves too. The measure of information defined in relation (2) has not yet been studied for continuous variables. One should also elucidate that in the information space, e.g., how momentum can be inferred as the generator of transformation and how the Schrödinger equation can be reformulated consistently.
To sum up, the ultimate goal in Brukner and Zeilinger approach is to show that information is a fundamental notion which not only the inherent nature of quantum particles and quantum processes are based on its concept, but also a new formulation can emerge from its foundation. External reality depends as well on our experimental answers to questions about the quantum events [4] :
"Therefore the experience of the ultimate experimenter is a stream of ('yes' or 'no') answers to the questions posed to Nature. Any concept of an existing reality is then a mental construction based on these answers. Of course this does not imply that reality is no more than a pure subjective human construct. From our observations we are able to build up objects with a set of properties that do not change under variations of modes of observation or description. These are 'invariants' with respect to these variations."
Note that in the above expression, what can be predicted by an observer is a qualitative picture of physical properties. This point has been indicated explicitly by Zeilinger elsewhere [8] :
"[T]he observer has a qualitative, but not a quantitative influence on reality. She can define which quality will show up in the experiment, but not the quantity, the exact value, the latter being completely random, except in the rare case when the quantum system is in an eigenstate of the observed quantity." By this, Zeilinger means that for example when an observer wants to measure the energy of a system, she knows that with her measurement the property of energy will appear. She can define energy as a qualitative notion, but its exact value is not predictable or definable.
Meanwhile, the randomness of the events arises from the fact that information is finite [4] : "It is beyond the scope of quantum physics to answer the question why events happen at all (that is, why the detectors clicks at all). Yet, if events happen, then they must happen randomly. The reason is the finiteness of the information."
Even the Bohr complementarity is regarded as a consequence of the finiteness of information [8] :
"Complementarity then simply is a consequence of the fact that the total information which is represented by a quantum system is finite."
Comments On The Information Concept
In reformulating the quantum dynamical equation (6), two basic assumptions were considered: 1) The total information is a conserved quantity and 2) the components of the information vector generates SU(2). Second assumption says that the time evolution of the information vector is unitary. Since in this interpretation, we are presented with the variation of the information vector together with the invariance of the total information in the measurement process too, this important question appears as to why it is not defined any time evolution for the information vector during the measurement. Note that this question comes within the scope of the interpretation itself and does not refer to subjects like the objectivity of the quantum system. So, it seems that there are two kinds of information debated here:
Information before measurement and information after measurement. The time evolution of information before measurement is unitary and reversible with time, but information during measurement evolves irreversibly: We can always reproduce the initial information from the information given at a later time (and vice
Questions above turn us back to fundamental questions about the nature of information. Information is a notion with different concepts, and each concept has its own application(s) [17, 18] . Nevertheless, it is worth looking into a special notion of information here: Information with semantic concept is something capable of providing knowledge [17] . As stated by Dretske in his semantic theory of information [19] : "A state of affairs contains information about X to just that extent to which a suitable placed observer could learn something about X by consulting it" (Quoted also in [17] ). This character is applicable for cognitive and semantic studies and its basis returns to intentionality in information transmission. According to this view, information is not transmitted from one point to another point via a physical entity, i.e., an information-bearing signal. To establish an informational link between two distant points, it is only necessary that one can have a knowledge at one point by looking at the other point.
While there is no direct reference to a specific notion of information in Brukner and Zeilinger's interpretation, it seems that a semantic character for information is more justified here [4] :
here is never a paradox if we realize that the wave function is just an encoded mathematical representation of our knowledge of the system. When the state of a quantum system has a nonzero value at some position in space at some particular time, it does not mean that the system is physically present at that point, but only that our knowledge (or lack of knowledge) of the system allows the particle the possibility of being present at that point at that instant."
This causes some difficulties, however. Strictly speaking, it is not clear at all why a semantic concept of information should be treated physically. By the term physical, here we mean that information either can be transmitted via a physical entity (i.e., a signal), or is an objective property of the system which can be described by the physical laws, or both. So, how can one reformulate the quantum dynamics with a notion of information which seems to be not physical in its essence? On the other hand, Brukner and Zeilinger refer to the invariance property as a necessary requirement for the total information content. Yet, it is not obvious why the total information content must be invariant. As Timpson states [12] : "It may not, then, be reasonable to require that every meaningful information measure sum to a unitarily invariant quantity that can be interpreted as an information content. Moreover, we may well ask why information measures for a complete set of mutually unbiased measurements should be expected to sum to any particularly interesting quantity." Evidently, the probability has a clear meaning in their interpretation. Brukner and Zeilinger consider the randomness as an intrinsic property for quantum systems. But, they conclude this not as a possible interpretation of probability coming from outside the theory. Instead, they believe that this is a natural consequence of the principle of finiteness of information.
This conclusion is unwarranted, however, since it is not clear at all why quantum systems must have essentially a finite information content. Some people even believe that an unlimited amount of information can be coded in a given quantum state. This can precisely be illustrated by Wiesner's quantum multiplexing argument which states that one can always code two distinct one-bit messages into a spin-1 2 system [20] . However, the spin state is not an observable and there is no accessible information larger than a single bit. No observer can read both bits, but it is only possible to read one bit of information in any proper choice of measurement. The finiteness of gaining knowledge about the properties of a quantum system is completely realizable which of course is not a specific feature of quantum mechanics only. Information constraints also exist for classical systems [21] .
Brukner and Zeilinger try to show that everything, even an objective event which happens in an experiment results from the finiteness of information. This point is expressed explicitly in the abstract of one of their papers in which they discuss conceptually the double-slit experiment for C 60 molecules [6] :
"It is argued here that quantum interference is a consequence of the finiteness of information."
This attitude originates again from the fact that information plays a central role in quantum world. So, they attempt to demonstrate that objective properties of quantum systems which appear in measurements are merely informational effects. Subsequently, they conclude that the interference pattern of quantum particles is an objective consequence of the finiteness of information. In other respects, information loses its fundamental role and the question that how the interference pattern is formed (or any other objective property that appears in a measurement) remains without answer.
Nevertheless, what really they show is that there exists a limitation in observing both the path and the interference pattern of a quantum particle simultaneously and that this (i.e., this kind of observation) is a consequence of the finiteness of the information content of a quantum system. In other words, we should not expect that we could obtain a desirable classical knowledge about a quantum object. Logically, however, this does not mean that the interference too, is a consequence of our constraints in acquiring the information. This cannot be deduced naturally from their discussion, but (it seems) it relies primarily on their philosophical view about the microworld. This point of view is not of course compelling. But, even if we adopt this view, we cannot still conclude that the interference pattern is a result of the finiteness of information. The finiteness of information does not explain how these objective events appear, even though we put it into the ontology of quantum objects.
At the end, it must be pointed out that some kind of contradiction is realized in their interpretation. In discussing the objective reality and its relation with information, at first sight, Zeilinger takes these notions on the same footing, so that neither one is sufficient for understanding the quantum world [1] : "Therefore, while in a classical worldview, reality is a primary concept prior to and independent of observation with all its properties, in the emerging view of quantum mechanics the notions of reality and of information are on an equal footing. One implies the other and neither one is sufficient to obtain a complete understanding of the world." But after that, Brukner and Zeilinger take stronger position and consider the physical properties of objects as secondary and information as primary notions. In other words, reality is viewed as a representation of information which is created in measurement [4] :
"In classical physics a property of a system is a primary concept prior to and independent of observation and information is a secondary concept which measures our ignorance about properties of the system. In contrast in quantum physics the notion of the total information of the system emerges as a primary concept, independent of the particular complete set of complementary experimental procedures the observer might choose, and a property becomes a secondary concept, a specific representation of the information of the system that is created spontaneously in the measurement itself."
Apart from an evident distinction between these two expressions, it is not obvious why objective properties of a system must be a representation of information and how reality is created spontaneously in the measurement.
Critical Assessment of Brukner and Zeilinger's measure of information
Brukner and Zeilinger's definition of a measure of information is derived initially from an uncertainty expression for a specific outcome in N trials of an experiment. This can be defined as
where p is the probability of the occurrence of a dichotomic result and σ 2 is variance for binomial distribution [2, 4] . Then, for n outcomes with the probabilities → p ≡ (p 1 , p 2 , . ..., p n ) of the individual occurrences, they deduce the relation (2) as an appropriate measure of information. What is so specific in this definition that makes us to prefer it as a suitable measure of information for quantum systems?
According to Timpson who scrutinized the meaning of the measures of information in both the Shannon and the Brukner and Zeilinger approaches, I( → p ) is a measure of how much we know about what the outcome of a particular experiment will be, if we know the quantum state of system. Consequently, I total is a measure of how much one can know, as a whole, about what the outcomes of experiments will be, given the quantum state. The smaller the value of I total , the lesser one is able to predict the results of a given experiment. So, I total is the upper bound on the amount of information that is measured by I( → p ) about the outcome of a measurement. The Shannon information, however, can be viewed as an indication of the maximum amount of compression of messages for a set of letters [9] . The set is tantamount to a source from which, messages with numerous letters come out. The messages consist of long chains of letters that only their probability distribution is important and the nature of letters or messages is not relevant. The number of ways for transmitting N letters in n different groups in such a way that first group includes k 1 letters, second group includes k 2 letters, ...., and nth group includes k n letters, can be defined as:
where
and p i is the probability for the occurrence of one letter in ith group. For large N , it can be shown, using Stirling's approximation, W N →∞ = 2 N H in which H is Shannon's measure of information. Contrary to I(
an average value for the occurrence of results. If − log p i indicates the value of the occurrence of outcome i; with decreasing the probability p i , its value of occurrence will increase. So, it measures the value of what we learn from the experiment, if we know the probability distribution for the outcomes. For example, if the outcome i were to occur with complete certainty, its value of occurrence would be zero and we would not gain any information from its measurement. While, according to Timpson, H( → p ) is a measure for our expected information gain, I( → p ) provides a quantitative measure for the ability of predicting a particular result in a given measurement.
Here, we want to look into the subject from a different point of view. Let us first consider a binomial probability distribution which is defined as [22] 
The number of ways for placing N components of a system into two groups with k components in the first group and N − k components in the second group is
if we have a dynamical variable with two possible outcomes, the possible numbers of the occurrence of a particular outcome can be denoted by k. Then, the probability of obtaining a particular result exactly k times and the other result N − k times is p k (1 − p) N −k where p is the probability of the occurrence of a specific outcome. So, the binomial distribution describes how the values of k can be distributed in two different groups. The average value of k is
This relation shows that if one defines the frequency of the occurrence of an outcome as p ′ = k N , then for a definite value of N , the probability of the occurrence of that outcome (denoted by p) will be equivalent to the average value of the frequency, i.e., p = p ′ . Also, one can obtain the average value of k 2 as (see Appendix):
Using the relations (10) and (11), the variance of k can be obtained:
where σ 2 denotes the variance. The above relation which is a key relation for deriving I( → p ) in (2) , quantifies the dispersion in the values of k or equivalently, the dispersion in the possible ways that one can divide N components into two different groups. Each way is labeled by a definite value of k.
As N → ∞, we have
and k = N p ′ , where p ′ is the frequency of the occurrence. (Logarithms are to base 2 which are the units of information as binary bits.) Using the relation (13) in (9) in the limit N → ∞ , we have
(15) Now as N → ∞, the deviations of the frequency of occurrence p ′ from the probability p will become improbable [23] , and the relation (15) will tend to unity. That is P ∞ (k) = 1. Hence, for a set of possible outcomes where there is no dispersion in the values of k, the Shannon entropy will be a proper measure of information 4 . In such a set, there is only one way for dividing N components into two groups, because the variance of k is zero. Here, the first group must always contain N p members and the second group includes N (1 − p) ones. So, the relations (1) and (2) are derived essentially in two different situations.
As an example, let us assume that we are going to distribute N independent spin-1 2 particles in two different groups, in such a way that the first group contains the particles which their spins are up along the z-direction and the second group contains the particles which their spins are down along the same direction. Suppose that k denotes the possible number of particles in the first group, i.e., the spin-up particles. The possible values for k are: k = 0 (a situation in which there is no spin-up particle), k = 1 (where there is only one spin-up particle), ..., k = N 2 (where half of the particles are spin-up), ..., to k = N (where all particles are spin-up). Now, if we assume 4 It must be pointed out that Poisson distribution can be also derived from the binomial distribution as N → ∞, provided that k is not large. For large N but not large k, one can define an arbitrary constant β such that β = N p. So, as N → ∞, the variance in relation (12) approaches β which is the characteristic parameter in Poisson distribution that the spin of each particle along the z-direction could be up or down with equal probability, according to the relation (10), one could deduce that k = N 2 and on average each group would contain half of the particles. Here, the variety of the methods for arranging the two groups indicates that how the frequency of the occurrence of a spin result differs from the probability of the occurrence of the same result. The dispersion in the number of ways that one can arrange two groups here, is represented quantitatively by the variance σ 2 k = N 4 . As N → ∞, we have P ∞ (k) = 1 , i.e., one particular distribution is preferred and the dispersion in the number of ways that one can arrange two groups approaches zero. Applying to the above example, this means that we have two groups with the same number of particles, i.e., 50 percent of particles have spin-up and 50 percent have spin-down along the z-direction. Here, the uncertainty about the values of k approaches zero. Yet, for a given particle, one cannot preassign a definite spin state. This means that for N spin-1 2 particles, there are 2 N possible outcomes (including the spin-up and spin-down outcomes) and there is no way to distinguish the spin state of each particle a priori. There is an uncertainty about the spin outcome of a given particle, before a spin measurement is performed. The Shannon information is a measure for quantifying this uncertainty. In other words, for a system with N constituents and n groups which have definite number of members k i = N p i (i = 1, 2, ...., n. See the relation (8)), the Shannon information quantifies the uncertainty about the results which have not yet been observed, given that we know the probabilities p i . So, Brukner and Zeilinger's measure of information in fact originates from our information about the possible ways that one can arrange two groups regarding the possible numbers of the occurrence of a particular outcome for a dichotomic observable: A measure for understanding the distinction between the frequency of occurrence and the probability of occurrence of an event. Compared to the Shannon information, this does not depend on the nature of system [12, 14] . Just like the above example, one can consider N coins (instead of spin-half particles) with two possible outcomes, head or tail, for which the same results are concluded. Correspondingly, in the Brukner and Zeilinger approach, the results extracted from the finiteness of information (e.g., the intrinsic randomness) do not have any particular quantum feature and are independent of the nature of system. Any argument about the finiteness of information is contingent upon the fact that how one interprets the probability, not upon the fact that how one determines the quantity of information.
The validity of the Shannon's measure of information depends on the correctness of the probability distributions used in a given problem which in turn sounds legitimate only for large N . It can be applied to repeated experiments. But, H( → p ) does not relationally depend on N . It also allows one to make meaningful statements about individual events. The empirically testable content of these statements, however, can only be realized by measurements on an ensemble of similarly prepared systems. At the same time, the limit N → ∞ does not necessitate a specific interpretation of probability. Rather, it only validates the statistics used by the physicist.
Conclusions
Brukner and Zeilinger's interpretation has brought up some provoking topics. Statements about the essential nature of information, the finiteness of the information content of a quantum object, the possibility of deriving the quantum dynamics from an information basis and the definition of a new measure of information, all are interesting subjects which call for careful analysis. Considering information as a fundamental notion, however, this interpretation encounters some difficulties and leaves us alone with not answered basic questions. It is not clear why a quantum object should have a finite information content in its essence, how the information vector evolve when one measures a physical quantity, and what really means an instantaneous change in information during the measurement. Here, we are confronted with a complex, multidimensional notion of information which its foundation is not clear.
On the other hand, Brukner and Zeilinger's definition of a new measure of information does not tell us anything about the uncertainty of a specific outcome in a given experiment. Rather, it describes how much one has a choice to put the possible numbers of the occurrence of a particular outcome into two groups. Consequently, it originally presents the difference between the frequency of occurrence of an outcome with the probability of occurrence of the same outcome.
In classical systems, it is expected that the new measure of information defined by Brukner and Zeilinger be identical with Shannon's measure of information. This cannot be achieved, however, because these two measures are derived with different backgrounds. So, the last (but not the least) questions appear: What is the relation between the classical and the quantum worlds as far as the notion of information is concerned, and why do these two worlds behave in such a consistent way? which is the same relation as (11) .
